The contact cones may be thought of as schemes of cones in the tangent space of P* which reflect the local geometry of the embedding X -» °ll. The main results of this paper are a singularities theorem (13) which puts an upper bound on the pathology of the contact cones if X is not ruled, and an algebraization theorem (17) which says roughly that if X is a hypersurface whose contact cones resemble those of an algebraic hypersurface of low degree then X is algebraic. Hypersurfaces are the simplest case-in a future paper we show that in general hypersurfaces are determined up to projective equivalence by the projective moduli of the third contact cone with a little help from the ideal of the fourth.
The contact cones have a scheme structure defined in terms of the functor of principal parts (jets) ^/ /G [5, §16] . Let J be a sheaf of 0,-modules. Form the fiber product J X G J. Let */ Δ be the ideal sheaf of Vj is a locally free sheaf of rank r 4-1 consisting of relative r jets of sections of Oj.
Let J> x c Oy be the ideal sheaf of X.
1. Definition. C r , 0 < r < oo, is the zero scheme of the sheaf of sections &>j /G (π*S x ) c ^//G^ \°U. C°° = Γi% 0 C r is the intersection scheme. C = ^~1(/?) Π C r , 0 < r < oo, is the fiber over / Gi
Since / X G /Vp« x p rt is the blow up of P Λ X P" along the diagonal the exceptional divisor / is naturally isomorphic to the projectivized tangent space PTP -» P π , via the relation "υ is tangent to /". In particular the relative cotangent sheaf Over a dense open subset Ψ*<z C r the fibers T pl C p will have locally constant dimension. We shall say that T pl C p is locally constant along / if λ~1(/) Π #" is nonempty and T p ;C p is locally constant as a plane in P" along λ-\l) Π or.
It is easy to write down the condition for this to happen, using the coordinates of (9) (for a coordinate-free method, see [1, p. 10 REMARK. If X is ruled then the hypotheses of (13) are satisfied for some r. have a common singular locus Z p , then the hypotheses of (13) are satisfied with r = 2: take Z = ΌZ p . Then X is ruled by the planes πZ p , which are the fibers of γ (locally).
Examples of such X are cones and developable varieties. Recently F. Zak [7, p. 540 see [2] for a proof] proved that if X is a smooth algebraic variety of degree > 2 then the fibers of γ are finite (zero dimensional).
14. COROLLARY. Let X c % be an irreducible variety. If X is not ruled then over a generic p e X the dimensions dim T pl C p , r = 0,1,2,..., are strictly decreasing to zero for all (p, I) e τr~1(/?). 
., r (// s = n this means C p is not empty) then X is ruled, and C p is singular or has codimension < r in
Proof. Let g be a local generator for J x . Then C p = {t\g\x(p); t) = = g'ίxί/?); 0 = 0} in P(7j,P w ). Let 1 < r < n be the least integer such that C p is not a smooth complete intersection of type (1,..., r) . Then C p is singular or C p = C/"
1 . Since C p has codimension at most 1 in Clearly C™'{k + 1) consists of all points in X' connected to points in Cf\k) by line segments in X\ Eventually the dimension of Cj?\k) will reach a maximum. Then a generic smooth point q' of C™'(k) is also a smooth point of C£\k + 1). But C^'(A: + 1) contains all the lines in X' through q r . Since the rulings are in general position, dim Cy"(fc + 1) = dim X'. Since X' is irreducible, C$\k + 1) = X'. Now replace X' by X, W by ^. Going through the same construction, construct Cf\k + 1). Then C$\k + 1) c ςj?(Jfc + 1); since JΓ is irreducible, Cy^fc + 1) = X. So every point p e Xcan be connected to p' by at most k + \ line segments, hence any two points can be connected to each other by at most 2k + 2 line segments.
17. THEOREM. Let X <z <% <z J* n be an irreducible analytic hypersurface, p ^ X, g G: J p x a generator. Assume
Proof. Recall some consequences of (i), (ii), (iii): Proof of theorem. We may assume g generates J x on °U. Taken together (ii), (iii) are open conditions-assume they are satisfied everywhere on °U. We shall work in the ring Θ# [t] of polynomials in / with holomoφhic coefficients. All polynomials are homogeneous. Degree means degree as a polynomial in t.
Set e = d + 1. As in the proof of (12) where P tj has degree e + 1 -i -j when 0 < /, j, i + j < e + 1 and vanishes for i, 7 outside this range. Set Then yl i7 = -^4^, degyl l7 = e -i -j for all /, j\ and A^j -iί^.! = P u 4-P., for all i, 7 = 0,...,e + 1.
Define #, 7 bŷ ί _ 1J + Λ,.,^ -25 ί7 = P.j -P Ji9 ij = 0,...,e + Then £ /y = -JS^, deg5 l7 = e + 1 -/ -7 for all 1, 7. Set Multiplying (23) by l/a° we may assume a 0 = 1. Then for i' = e -1 (27) becomes
